We have attempted to present the scientific biography of Alexander
Introduction
Many scientific works, studies and literary works are dedicated to the activities of Soviet physicians during the Great Patriotic War. Alexander Gri gorievich Dreytser (1890 Dreytser ( -1970 made history in Russian culture as the author of "The Notes of an Ambulance Physician" (Moskva prifrontovaya…), a popular documentary work on the life of Moscow and Muscovites during the Great Patriotic War, based upon personal notes and the archive of the author. Virtually no scientific and documentary work on the life of Moscow in 1941 Moscow in -1943 doesn't go without mentioning the notes of Dr. Dreytser, who showed * Supported by the "Russian Academic Excellence Project 5-100". events, life and relationships of its inhabitants during the difficult years of war as seen by an ambulance physician.
Despite the importance of this historical evidence of the activities of physicians in front-line Moscow, there's no information about the author of this work in the special literature. Modern information technologies allowed the creators of various Internet resources to repeatedly copy the text of "The Notes of an Ambulance Physician", distorting information about A.G. Dreytser, a Moscow doctor and scientist, a man with remarkable destiny, a witness to many significant historical events of the past century.
The reconstruction of A.G. Dreytser's biography was carried out on the basis of archival sources stored in the State Archive of the Russian Federation, the Cen- 
A.G. Dreytser's Biography excerpts
Alexander Girshevich Dreytser was born on the 12th of October 1890 in a Moscow merchant family. Soon afterwards, the family moved to the city of Lodz (under the Russian Empire until 1917, now Poland) where A.G. Dreytser spent his childhood and youth. He received his secondary education at the Lodz Commercial School (a four-year programme), and sat his Certificate of Maturity exams in the First Voronezh Gymnasium in 1911 (Fig. 1) . Such migration around the country was caused by orders on the percentage rate for admission of Jews and Poles to gymnasia and universities, issued in 1887. In this regard, A.G. Dreytser received his further education abroad, which was a common practice for Jews at the time.
In 1911, Alexander entered the Medical Faculty of the University of Strasbourg located in Alsace and therefore situated in the territory of the German Empire in the period in question (which is currently the territory of France). There he finished three full courses and passed the preclinical examination for foreigners with a total score of "good" on the 12th of March 1914, which is confirmed by the Certificate issued to him and signed by Fehling, the Dean of the Medical Faculty of the University of Strasbourg ( fig. 2 ). The archive was compiled by his son, Honoured Scientist of the Russian Federation, the USSR and the RSFSR State Prize laureate, Doctor of Technical Sciences, Professor of the Moscow Aviation Institute, Genrikh Alexandrovich Dreytser (1934 Dreytser ( -2004 and Soviet physicist and Academician of the USSR Academy of Sciences, who at the time was an assistant to K.F. Braun and taught a course in applied physics, and later on became Alexander Grigorievich's patient. 4 The First World War disrupted Alexander Grigorievich's plans. On the 1st of August 1914 he, like several thousand of his compatriots (students, holidaymakers and tourists, businessmen, transit passengers), found himself in a difficult position in the territory of a country that had entered the war with the Russian empire, since "all men, who are Russian nationals from 18 to 50 years of age, who fell into the category of liable for military service, were subject to arrest and received the status of prisoners of war" (Abdrashitov and Kruchkov 2011) . The information about this period in Alexander Grigorievich's life is very scantthere are only a couple of lines in his autobiography submitted to Imperial Moscow University: "I was caught by the war in Germany. Released in October 1914".
5 Apparently, he went through all the trials that all Russian citizens who temporarily found themselves in the enemy territory, had to face (Abdrashitov and Kruchkov 2011) .
The following fact shows the attitude of the German medical professional community to the events of the summer of 1914. It was on the 1st of August 1914, when the status of Russian nationals, who found themselves in Germany and Austria-Hungary, and their subsequent internment was announced, that the clinic of the University of Strasbourg, in which A.G. Dreytser worked as a house officer, and Dr. Seterau personally, prepared a certificate confirming this fact and recommending him as "showing great eagerness and diligence". 6 In Russia, "in July and December 1914, and then in the spring of 1915... 1,438 acting physicians were called to arms" (Gladkikh 1997, p. 19) . In October 1914, through the Russian Red Cross, A.G. Dreytser volunteered to join the army and, according to the Regulation on Acting Officials enacted on the 19th of June 1894 by the Highest Approval, 7 was enrolled as an acting doctor, despite the fact that he wasn't a student of any Russian higher education institution. The Medal of St George was awarded to those who, according to the Statute, couldn't be awarded for similar actions with the Cross of St George -for example, civilians: the Statute stated that the medal would be awarded to those "of nurses or orderlies who, whilst under strong and real enemy fire throughout the battle, showing extraordinary dedication, would assist the wounded or, in an event of extreme hardship, would carry the wounded or dead off the battlefield". The activities of such units are shown in more detail in (Eremin 2013 On the 24th of August 1915 A.G. Dreytser appealed to the rector of the Imperial Moscow University (IMU) with a request to enrol him at the Medical Faculty as a student ( fig. 6 ).
Academic Certificate Issued to Alexander Grigorievich Dreytser for presentation in higher education institution, confirming that from the 15th of January 1915 to the present he serves as a medical student and performs duties of an assistant physician in the 3rd fig. 9, fig. 10 ).
There are no documents reflecting A.G. Dreytser's attitude towards the October Revolution or testifying to his participation in the events of the time. However, there's an interesting entry preserved in the questionnaire for the personal record of the People's Commissariat for Health: "Did not participate in the October Revolution, was in medical service". Fig. 9 . A.G. Dreytser, 1917 Dreytser, -1918 . From the personal archive of the Dreytser family. (Dreytser 1945 ). In his personal notes A.G. Dreytser indicated that he considered it necessary to "compensate for his dismissal from the front due to his age" 35 (he turned 51 in 1941 and couldn't be summoned to the active army), therefore several times a month he was on duty at the Ambulance Station at the Sklifosovsky Institute, combining those shifts with his work at the Central Polyclinic of the People's Commissariat for Health.
The Notes were created as a documentary about the life of front-line Moscow seen by a physician. The material is presented in the form of short diary entries on days of duties, starting on the 3rd of August 1941 and ending on the 4th of December 1943. They are prefaced by a brief introduction and finished by the date written by the author, which proves once more that this is not a diary, but a work based upon diary entries and completed in 1944.
The question of the genre of A.G. Dreytser's work is quite complicated. The researchers note (Mestergazi 2007a , Kostukova and Soni 2015 , Muraviev 1987 ) that the term "non-fiction" remains controversial in the literary circles. The extraordinary diversity of Soviet non-fiction literature (reports, diaries, essays, biographies of historical figures, etc.) doesn't allow for a clear distinction between journalism, non-fiction literature and feature stories (Muraviev 1987, p. 98; Mestergazi 2007b, p. 174) .
Researchers identify two important features of non-fiction literature, or so-called "literature of fact" - the presence of expressive means that most accurately and faithfully convey the tragic nature of the events of the 20th century (Muraviev 1987, p. 98) ; reality suddenly turns out to be "more fantastic than fiction, and facts are more eloquent than words" (Mestergazi 2007b, p. 174) , which requires the author to minimise fiction and artistic fantasy. The use of authentic and accurate facts reflected in documents (historical, archival, statistical) by the author helps to achieve maximum realism -in documentary works life speaks for itself, not requiring any embellishment.
The Notes by A.G. Dreytser, based upon the author's diary, can be called a series of documentary essays. The author didn't use notes relating to the private life of his family. Events of a personal nature, such as spiritual upheavals that the author had to endure during those years, weren't reflected in The Notes.
According to the testimony of A.G. Dreytser's son, The Notes were sent to publishers but most of the reviews were negative -the author was pointed out that a number of fragments should be removed from the text (for example, a fragment about a Red Army soldier who had a certificate stating "has schizophrenia and is a psychopath -fit for military service" and came to Moscow to challenge the conclusion -the record of the 15th of February 1942, and much more, that showed the life of the front-line city without embellishment). Due to that, The Notes were never published during the author's lifetime.
The first entry, dated the 3rd of August 1941, describes in detail the organisation of the work of the Emergency Station at the Sklifosovsky Institute. However, the issues of organisation of medical care in frontline Moscow are also broached in the entries of the 8th and 13th of August and the 4th of October 1941. Some entries are quite interesting -for example those describing the practice of sending women in labour to hospital through pharmacies: due to the lack of telephones in flats, many women would call emergency services from pharmacies to be taken away from there.
The author of The Notes mainly cites cases of "civilian" medicine, and not the ones related to the provision of medical aid to victims of military actions, for example, victims of air raids (3rd and 18th of August, 24th and 29th of October and the 4th of December 1941). However, all discussed in the book conveys the flavour of wartime and the life of the front-line city, such as emotional background and features of day-to-day life.
So, A.G. Dreytser talks a lot about injuries -industrial, domestic, resulting from air raids and road accidents (3rd of August, 14th and 29th of November 1941, etc. One of the entries (19th of October 1941) reads: "Car accidents have become more frequent. On one hand, the darkness is to blame, and on the other -the fact that military drivers aren't au fait with the capital's traffic laws"). Despite the fact that most cases could occur during peacetime, the "military" specificity of their causes is shown in the book. A young fitter who was repairing wires during an air raid and fell from a utility pole (8th of August 1941); a little girl who quickly learned to work a lathe and worked night shifts (28th of August 1941); a one-legged mother of three deceased and three more fighting soldiers of the Red Army who fell from a balcony (14th of August, 1942) ; elderly people and young children refusing to leave the city; military and civilian population -they all became characters of The Notes.
The reasons for the aforementioned cases of ambulance calls were certainly typical of both peacetime and wartime: childbirth (8th of August, 14th of October 1941 , 19th of February 1942 ; acute exacerbation of chronic diseases (13th of August 1941 , 14th of February 1941 ; heart attacks, epileptic seizures, etc. At the same time, behind syncope and heart attacks were the tragedies of war -deaths of loved ones; news of the kids' demise on the battlefield (4th of September, 4th of October 1942); interpersonal relationships that became complicated during the war; reproachable and illegal actions of others (29th of November 1941). Suicide attempts, behind which were fear of war, despair, failure at work and death of loved ones, make up a special category of the aforementioned calls (23rd of August, 29th of September, 24th of December 1941; 14th and 24th of March, 4th of September 1942; 24th of April 1943).
Numerous wounds (including fatal) due to careless handling of weapons, non-compliance with the firearms safety, use of weapons in the heat of the moment whilst intoxicated (14th of January, 14th of March, 14th of June 1942; 24th of April 1943) were one of the undoubted features of wartime. Carbon monoxide and Blau gas poisonings as a consequence of dayto-day life in front-line Moscow were also a frequent cause of ambulance calls (29th of September, 24th of November 1941; 4th, 14th, 29th of January 1942).
Child injuries were a separate issue (19th and 24th of October, 29th of November 1941; 24th of May, 4th of June 1943). The children were left to their own devices, their fathers fought at the front, mothers were at work almost 24 hours a day, and grandmothers were queueing up to get rationed food for their food stamps. Having received medical care, children with injuries in front-line Moscow had no opportunity to undergo medical and social rehabilitation: "... a ten-year-old boy with no legs. He moves his body very quickly using his arms, ploughing the ground with the stumps of his legs. I ask him why he won't make himself a makeshift skateboard, he says that there are no wheels available. He then reminds me that I personally took him to the hospital in September, when he got run over by a tram" (entry dated the 24th of May, 1943). The author describes another case -the mother of a child who was hit by a train, understanding his future fate, says to the doctor who'd stopped the bleeding: "Have you thought about whether to save him or not? ... What do I do with him now -have you thought about it?!" Another frequent cause for ambulance calls were social illnesses such as alcoholism (13th and 23rd of August, 14th of September, 14th of October 1941). However, the author notes that the psychological state was the reason for turning to alcohol -the depressed state of mind of Muscovites, the fear of death and occupation, the news of the failures of the Red Army and uncertainty about tomorrow. Cases of responding to poisoning by denatured alcohol and other vodka "substitutes" calls (13th of August, 19th of October, 14th of November 1941) are also described.
The Notes also describe interesting, curious and tragic cases. For example, one case related by one of A.G. Dreytser's colleagues was used by his writer friend A.K. Vinogradov. "Today one of our senior Ambulance physicians told us an interesting thing that happened. On Mokhovaya St., at the top floor, there lived a deaf and partially blind old lady aged about 75. She just couldn't grasp the rules of blackout and would always turn on the light in the evenings. Neither the housekeeper nor the police could do anything with the deaf thing. Late one evening, during a military alert, the light reappeared in her window. There was a shot through the window. Maybe it was a stray bullet, maybe a sentinel fired a shot to scare the disobedient citizen. The bullet hit the old lady's head; an ambulance was called. The old lady was dead and driven to the A&E; undressed. Under the guise of an 'old lady' there was a 40-year-old man" (entry dated the 18th of August 1941).
The Notes contain testimonies about the day-to-day life of ordinary people during the Great Patriotic War. At the same time as A.G. Dreytser's Ph.D. dissertation (Dreytser 1945 ) is being analysed, the human body is responding to the immense stresses of wartime.
The Material on the Question of Sudden Death
A.G. Dreytser's Ph.D. dissertation is dedicated to the study of sudden death. Despite the presented extensive historical material on this issue, the author notes the insufficient study of the stated problem and links it to the need to study not only human pathology, but also the system of domestic and other circumstances, and also sets the task of rationalising emergency care and preventative work.
By "sudden death" the author means cases when "being apparently well and efficient, a person dies completely unexpectedly for those around them from an unknown case" (Dreytser 1945, p. 138) . In the author's opinion, the generally accepted forensic interpretation of sudden death as "swift death" needs to be revised.
The analysis of the data obtained in the Moscow morgues allowed the author to conclude that quite often cases of death from a variety of reasons that can't be considered "sudden death" either in terms of time, or characteristic features or duration of the disease, are considered "sudden death". The author reveals the problem related to the fact that polyclinic institutions and ambulance stations don't have the opportunity to obtain autopsy results in cases of interest to them, which negatively affected the accounting for sudden death from acute infectious diseases.
The statistical material compiled by A.G. Dreytser showed that the main causes of sudden death were cardiovascular diseases, diseases of the respiratory system, central nervous system, gastrointestinal tract, and infections. The author studied in detail the genesis of sudden death and showed the significance of the results obtained for therapeutic and prophylactic work.
Currently, the original dissertation is kept in the Central Scientific Medical Library, and an electronic copy of it is presented in the Federal Electronic Medical Library of the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation.
Conclusion
In 1950, A.G. Dreytser defended his Ph.D. dissertation (Dreytser 1950) . The last years of his life he worked in a physical education clinic, published a number of articles on a healthy lifestyle (the Physical Culture and Sport Magazine, etc. (Dreytser 1967) ) ( fig.13 ). He died in 1970 in Moscow and is buried at Vvedenskoye Cemetery.
So, based upon the analysis of the archival documents (GARF, TsGAM, RGALI and the personal archive) and the use of the historical biographical approach, it was possible to restore the facts of A.G. Dreytser's biography preceding the creation of The Notes, to prove that the history of his life and work is inextricably linked with the history of our country and the development of medicine in general. Historical biographical approach and comparative analysis allowed to prove the unity of the phenomena scrutinised by A.G. Dreytser both in The Notes and his dissertation. New complete historical biographical data on A.G. Dreytser contribute to the expansion of ideas about the organisation of medicine during the war period and the clarification of the interesting circumstances of the development of domestic medicine.
